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NeKrt-

'Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."

John Adams

Governance Stirs Reaction
A "proposed governance structure" for faculty and students, mailed
to all faculty members by Dr. James M. Horner, Dean of Faculty, has
stirred strong reactions from faculty and student leaders.
The five page memorandum, which is entitled "Discussion of Com
mittee and Governance Structure," proposes a three part system for Uni
versity governance. The first section provides for a "Faculty Senate"
comprised of " . . . approximately 25 Senators" elected from each de
partment, with all full-time faculty members eligible to vote in senator
ial elections. The Senate "... makes recommendations to the President
through the Vice President for Academic Affairs," and is chaired by an
"Executive Secretary" to be elected by the members. The second sec
tion, concerning University committees, provides for the election of fac
ulty members to University-wide committees by the Faculty Senate and
election of student members by the Student Senate (see part three.) Al
so provided for is a standing appointment of two years for committee
members, ultimate committee responsibility to the President, and a a
streamlining of the committee process with a reduction in numbers of
faculty, student, and Administration members on the committees. Part
three outlines a Student Senate of " . . . approximately 30 members."
which will "... report to the President through the Director of the Di
vision of Student Affairs." The Senators would be chosen by "Decentra
lized and proportional elections via schools and those unassigned." The
The Senate, according to the proposal, would appoint students to Uni
versity committees and establish its own operating procedures. Term of
service for Senators would stand at two years, "staggered where possible."
The proposal then, would restructure the governance systems now in
effect, including the Faculty Assembly and the Student Government
Association.
In an interview with exponent, Dr. Horner explained that the pro
posal was drawn up by a committee appointed by President Graves
consisting of Dr. Lee Cook, Andrew Rundick, and Dr. Horner as Chair
man, to "... examine the faculty governance system and suggest me
thods of improving the system." Dr. Horner said that the committee
was "... not charged to examine student governance," and that part
three of the proposal was "... a portion of the rough draft, and that en
tire thing will be revised." When questioned about the student aspect of
the governance he said that "... we're going to stay out of that entire
issue." He said that the faculty meetings would allow for faculty "in
put" concerning the situation and that he " ... wouldn't even hazard a
guess as to how the student input is provided, but that will be handled
by Dr. Graves and Dr. Moebes." Dr. Horner added that "... the pur
pose of the porposal is to institute maximum representation for all fac
ulty members on an equal basis with a process which will guarantee at
at least one representative from each department."
Dr. Lee Cook, President of the Faculty Assembly and member of Dr.
Horner's committee told exponent that "... the work of the committee
is in the best interest of the faculty." He said that part three would
"... be deleted in its entirety" and denied further comment on stu
dent matters "... because of the pending litigation, and because state
ments from either side would be unadvisable at this time." Dr. Cook
said that no information concerning the method of election of the Sen
ators to the Faculty Senate would be released! until another complete
draft of the proposal had been written. Concerning the guidelines for
committee representation, he said that the sixes of the committees would
be " ... unilaterally reduced for greater effectiveness in the working op
erations of the committee structure at UAH." Dr. Cook added that the
faculty will be given a voice in the implementation of the proposal in its
final draft, and "... if they say it's no damn good, we'll throw it out."
Following several unsuccessful attempts to contact Dr. James
Wilson and President Graves with regard to the proposal, exponent
interviewed several faculty members, one of whom commented on
pertinent questions with the agreement to maintain his anonymity
Is the faculty becoming less involved in University policy? "Well, not
really, but the faculty as a whole has abdicated its responsibilities.
Most feel that rather than become overly involved in a dispute, it
would be wiser in the long run to return to the classrooms." Why do
faculty members feel this way? "There are three reasons, actually.
One, the faculty as a group is not united. Secondly, much of the lead
ership is disgruntled-they are so distrustful that almost nothing can
please them anymore. Lastly, and most prevalent unfortunately, is
that most members simply don't care."
Q. Exactly what would be the response to the proposed "faculty
senate," and what items tend to hold members back from voicing an
opinion."

A. "Some members are apathetic, naturally. But that's not the is
sue here-it's a matter of priorities. As of right now, a faculty hand
book does not exist,,nor does a set of guidelines for tenure programs.
We know that the administrative system, if it desired to do so, could
replace all the members of most any department within 48 hours-so
we're not fighting for moral prirtciples-these are jobs, futures, entire
lives-gambling is very dangerous in this sort of situation. As far as re
presentation is concerned, the "Senate" is better than nothing. Most
members believe that the Administration is going to do what they
want to anyway."
Q. What about a faculty member who desires to appeal to another
"body" to investigate avenues of correction in this newly proposed
system?
A. "Again, it would be highly dangerous, and most certainly coun
ter productive. You see, when a faculty member even raises a ques
tion to Administration policy, the Administration sees it as opposi
tion."
Q. What Joer Dr. Lee Cook think about this?
A. "I think Lee Cook is more pro-Administration than the Admin
istration is."
Q. Is someone behind this faculty governance proposal?
A. "Dr. Wilson and Dr. Hornpr are the men behind most of the
planning. Let me make it clear however, that I do not believe we are
dealing with an administrative conspiracy Both Drs. Wilson and Hor
ner are honest men, but we are simply on opposite si icsof the fence
in the philosophical sense."

Q. Philosophically different; how?
A. "They believe in a great amount of order and afficiency-I be
lieve in a certain amount-and that's enough. The faculty should con
tribute though, we should give meaningful input to a total University
system."
Q. Personally, what do you think will get accomplished to alleviate
this?
A. "Not a damn thing. There is an atmosphere of real distrust at
UAH. It's really a shame, because so much good could come about
through. Administration-faculty-student relationships."
SGA President James Smith said of the proposal: "As the proposal
now exists, I am emphatically opposed to it. Even if the concept of a
student senate is removed, I am still opposed to it. Number one, it
does away with some of the most important committees, namely the
University Council and the Curriculum and Educational Affairs Com
mittee. I would think, therefore, that if there is no Curriculum and
Educational Affairs Committee, that all decisions concerning curricu
lum would be made from Dr. Wilson's office wihtout a meaningful
role in decision making processes from students in such matters. It
would please the Administration a great deal to be able to abolish the
University Council, becasue it is the closest thing to we have a policy
making Student-Faculty senate. On a number of occasions, Dr. Graves
has expressed his displeasure with the University Council. The sec
ond major objection I have is the severe reduction in student member
ship in the committee system. In summation, what I feel the Admin
istration is seeking to dois to implement a drastic consolidation and
centralization of power into the hands of four Administrators-Dr.
Moebes, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Horner, and Dr. Dowdle. In essence, they're
seeking to increase efficiency at the cost of true democratic University
governance."
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Housing completes

Phase

One

Renovations are underway in phase 2, with a target date for occu
pancy in mid-February,and are just beginning in phase 3. When phase
2 is completed those who are living in phase 4 will be moved up. All
units will be open no later than the fall quarter.
The apartments are going through external changes, such as paint
ing and replacing bad wood. Inside they're doing extensive mechani
cal work—repairing heaters,air conditioners and plumbing, fire proof
ing, termite treatment, laying new floors on the second stories, and
with the use of new modern equipment, such as paint sprayers,
workers are able to paint the insides of 4.5 units in one day. As an
extra security precaution peep-holes have also been installed. Per
haps the most popular renovation is the new shag carpets in most of
the apartments."The apartments that have been finished look great"
commented Ms. Holcombe,,
There are now 75 residents in 40 units in University Housing. Two
resident advisors now also occupy apartments. (Eventually there will
be four, one for each cluster of buildings) These are Dan Bohl, a
married engineering student and Gary Bell, a married psychology stu
dent. Ms. Holcombe said there is no precedence for married male ad
visors. The job of the advisors is to act as a liason between the resi
dents and the co-ordinator, some administrative duties and personal
counseling. Soon there will be a Resident Advisor Training Program
to further benefit both advisor and resident.
Ms. Holcombe is advocating a variable structuring of the life style
systems in University Housing, she stressed the "community living",
concept for the apartment dwellers. "The concept of community
housing as we have it here is kind of unusual," said Ms. Holcombe
no other Universities have a cluster of apartments that they call
community housing with a mixed, totally, faculty, staff and stu
dents. Dormitories are so unreal. Most housing set-ups are unreal
-they isolate people from one another; over here the groups aren't
isolated."
The futuristic ideals of the housing staff include providing options
tor living in the life style cluster of a students choice. If a student

University Housing under the division of Student Affairs Thp
apartments were bought with the knowledge that extensive renova
fno acTh16 needed; Mr- Robert Vess is head of renovations and is actUn
3 f°rCe account (the use of own forces to
do work. h°0 3C
„„ ?'he 'weoty-five buildings have been broken up into four phases

work, those who had been in pbee 3 ha„ „„„ been mo.S to phaS

feels the need for concentrated study he may choose to live in a clus
ter where there is a greater incentive to study or other "studiers"
rather than 3 more unstructured cluster. Ms. Holcombe
stated
Housing is educational whether you want it to be or not
gt«XJJen<VnCe d°eSn,t St°P When you walk off the cam"
nusweS
P."'
e, fant
to structure some experiences over here that will supTT
6 University exP.enence. ' Plans for such are in the workPno
J
ing-a food co-op where residents can all order food at the same time
and buy wholesale Help in areas lik . budgeting and meal pTanning
p
8
and preparation will also be offered.
Right now there are only three available units ready for occupan-

Smith

reports
theJSSfS

>ssinn
r»f tho
en A iLegislature was convened, .last.
o„3jle rejjular sess,
°nof
the SGA
Sunday afternoon in the Student Union. Thirteen legislators were
pr^nt when Vice-President Hale Booth called
oX
orderTn
°- the previous meeting was suspended in
order to start at once the business on the agenda. Under old businessbvrkSiREft°™ 23?-ThiS reS°,Ution 113(1 been proposed
Inn
u'
™ unable to attend- However, Bassett did
the proposal acted upon at this meeting,
The rl°ri t
he resolution requested that the administration amend House Bill
Aj u
Cultural and Special Events Committee would be exPanded by one person. This additional member would be appointed
by the Chairperson of the Drama Board. The purpose of the resolu
tion was to give representation to the University Playhouse whichhas
become very successful and has grown considerably. The resolution

REPORT OF THE RULES COMMITTEE ON HOUSE BILL 238—
A short report on the bill was made by Cynthia Newby, the chairper
son of the Rules Committee, and the bill was tabled pending further
investigation.
?T|?E~ 0L,D BUSINESS—Tom Dial was elected to fill the vacan
cy on the Election Board created by the impeachment of Mitch Mont
gomery (see story on pgae 5).
Under new business:
HOUSE RESOLUTION 241—Phil Smith introduced House Resol
ution 241 because of the belief that the present grade point system
does not accurately reflect a Student's work. Smith argued that a bet
ter grade point system was available and should be adopted. The Leg
islature felt that the resolution needed more consideration and voted
anifpH

11

1° th1 SAtldent deleSation of the Committee for Curriculum

RETORT°nN THmr^xr11 rep°rt back to the 'egislature.
REPORT ON THE UNION BOARD COMPORMISE—SGA Pres
ent James Smith delivered a brief account of the last four meetings

occurred'due to^hl

He rep°rted that not much
t

positive action had

between the student - ad-

,TR\ErJrZ™EC™RENJSTATUS 0FTHESGA' ADMINI"
RATION LAV/SUIT—James Smith reported that the lawsuit being
brought against the administration by the SGA has not proceeded
very tar. He blames this on the administration which, he said is
trymg to delay action on the suit. Smith said that the suit woiild
probably not come to trial for another month or more.

to

SGA

Legislature

REPORT ON CURRENT FISCAL STATUS OF
SGA FUNDS—This report was also given by Smith.
In it, he reported that although in the eyes of the
administration an SGA budget no longer exists,
money was available for individual programs. Mo
ney requests have to be made through the Office of
Student Affairs and to date, only one of these re
quests has been denied. Ironically, this denial saved
the SGA $600.
Following Smith's reports the meeting was ad
journed. A special session of the Legislature was
immediately called into session to consider House

Resolution 242. This resolution, which was pro
posed by Kim Stewart,was concerned with the pro
posal by the Office of the Dean of Faculty on a
new university governance structure. The resolu
tion was tabled until a special meeting of the Le
gislature, which will convene tonight at 10:10.
James Smith, Cynthia Newby, Kim Stewart and
Hale Booth were named to form a committee to
talk to faculty members and administrators con
nected with the proposal. This committee is to re
port at the special session.

•PECinL ELECTION
RESULTS
In the special elections held January 17 and 18
ir-i j
was elected ot the Appeals Board. The ™te totals wem EiTand e"
Ken Macomber, 26; abstentions, 14; miscellaneous, 3
' '
Other positions in the elections filled with nut nnrmow
Urry

De„S "SnZ

APPe,'S B°"d' Thomas

""«>»<* "<>'

m SS5S tr

>nd Drs- «M"
Mrtkho^SmU? He™ng8 BOard "re
Tom Eiland, Thomas Birkholz, and Denise Buchanan „,;n .
sent Behavioral Sciences, Science & Engineering, and Nursing respect
Herb' Dr" Brainerd, Ms. Coward d
i^CoffieM PPea'S B,°ardan
Dr. Coffield serve in advisory capacities to the Board.
'
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Lienke discusses
med school plans
Editor's note: Doctor Lienke was appointed
director of the Family Practice Program on Jan.
4,1973. He recieved his doctorate in medicine
from the University of Minnesota Medical School.

Exponent: The announcement of your ap
pointment was made on January fourth of
this year. How long previously had you
known you were coming to UAH?
Dr. Roger I. Lienke: About two weeks.
Ex: What are your official titles?
Lienke: I'm the director of Education at
HuntSville Hospital, the director of the
Family Practice Program, acting co-ordinator
of the medical school development, and a
professor of Family Medicine.
Ex: You're also a Pediatrician, aren't you?
Lienke: Yes, but that's incidental. My spec
ialty is actually Family Practice.
Ex: What is Family Practice?
Lienke: It's a specialty in its own right. A
great part of Family Practice is an attitude
toward medicine, always centered on the
patient, which encompasses continuous and
comprehensive care. It includes a bigger dose
of medical sociology than other specialities.
It has important non-clinical aspects as well,
especially in the area of preventative med
icine. The physician with a specialty in Fam
ily Practice must deal with families as well
as individuals. There is a special emphasis on
the humanities. The goal is to treat the
whole patient, regardless of age.

Ex:

In a way it sounds similar to a G.P.

lienke: Similar, perhaps, but not the same.
The residency for a Family Practice is three
years longer than that of a General Pract
itioner. That three years of extra study
includes the study of five sub-specialities:
Internal medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics and
gynecology, emergency surgery, and pyschiatry.
Ex:

How does one become a doctor?

Lienke: Requirements vary, but most today
have completed four years of pre-med in
struction,and either three or four years of
med school, not including residency. Medi
cal school and the University of Alabama in
Birmingham, for instance, is divided into
three phases. Phase one, which lasts more or
less the first fifteen months, consists of the
academic basics. Phase two is the required
clinical year,and the student trains at the
Birmingham Medical Center, under the super
vision of trained physicians. Phase three,
the final year of medical school, is spent in
electives, the student choosing the areas in
which he is most interested or wishes to
specialize. Phase three is also a clinical year.
Upon graduation, the students receive their
Doctorates in Medicine. Then comes resid
ency.
Residency varies. To become a
Specialist in Ear, Nose, and Throat usually
takes three years of residency. Surgery takes
four. Family Practice takes three years.
Ex: You've mentioned the University of
Alabama in Birmingham. What will UAH s
relationship be with UAB in the medical
field?
Lienke: Symbiotic. They need us and we
need them. We will offer a specialty in
Family Practice, as well as 8 to 18 weeks
undergraduate clerkships in pediatrics. Later,
our program will expand to offer other
Family Practice specialties-Internal Med
icine, for example. Six graduates of the
UAB Medical School will be coming to
Huntsville Hospital for their residency in

July of 1974. They will already be M.D.'s.
They will begin their three year residency
in Family Practice at that time, under the
supervision of Huntsville Hospital physicians.
Ex: Will the Huntsville Hospital physicians
be members of the faculty of UAH?
Lienke: Yes. The physicians actively in
volved in the residency program will be given
an academic appointment to the University.
Teaching will be an informal conference and
consultation basis. The first year of resid
ency will take place at Humtsville Hospital,
the second and third years ar the Primary
Health Facility, the clinical facility being
built by UAH near the Hospital.
Ex: Will they be paid?
Lienke: Most of the physicians at Huntsville
Hospital won't be paid. There will, how
ever, be two more M.D.'s in the Family
Practice Program employed by UAH. Those
appointments have not been made at this
time.
Ex: What are some of the other programs
proposed?
Lienke: An Allied Health Program, Health
Administration Program, and the training of
Family Practice Assistants, undergraduates
who work in primary care at the hospital.
Huntsville Hospital has a two year X-ray
technology school. UAH graduates inter
ested in medicine will be able to attend UAB
Medical school under the auspices of UAH,
serving their clerkships in Huntsville, as well
as serving a complete residency in Family
Practice if theywish. Physicians have a tend
ency to remain in the proposed area in which
they do their residency training, and the
residency programs will aid Northern Ala
bama, for there is a shortage of physicians
practicing family medicine in this area.
Ex: What percentage do you expect to drop
out during training?
Lienke: We hope that none do. It costs one
hundred thousand dollars to train a physi
cian .
by Steve Meigs, exponent staff writer

Vandy
session
begins
The Spring session of the Vanderbilt Study Forum will begin
on January 30. Dr. Jack Forstman, professor of Theology at
The Vanderbilt University Divini
ty School, will lecture and lead
group discussions on the general
theme "Religion and Secularitv."
The opening session will deal
with "The New Atheisms: The
Religious Mood of Friedrich Nie
tzsche." The Forum will meet on
luesday evenings from 7 to 9
in Room M-50, Research Insti
tute Building, UAH.
Further information about the
seminar may be learned by writ
ing the Vanderbilt Study Forum,
P.O. Box 4391, Huntsville 35802
or by calling 881-2118 or 5360994.

(Photo by Joe Gassen, exponent

staff Photographer)

•

Writing contest
(AFS) — A national awards program providing recognition for
outstanding writing about the problems of the disadvantaged in the
U. S. is encouraging submissions by persons of college and high
school age.
,
Conducted by the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Awards
Committee of Washington, D.C., the contest offers recognition for
work in four categories: magazine, newspaper,, radio, and television
coverage.
...
.
Entries may include accounts of the lifestyles, handicaps and
potentialities of the disadvantaged; insights into the causes, condi
tions and remedies of their plight; and critical analyses of public pol
icies, attitudes, and programs relevant to their lives. The reporting
will be judged "on the basis of (its) significance in conveying infor
mation of national importance."
Judges will include correspondents from the national broad
casting networks and from various newspapers and magazines.
Submissions accompanied by an entry blank must be received
by February 1, 1973. The committee is located at 1054 31st Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

Students creating
hitch-hiking system
Eugene, Oregon (AFS) — Urban planning students at the Uni
versity of Oregon are organizing a hitch-hiking system which may be
come a prototype for other college communities throughout the U.S.
It's an efficiently planned routing system, providing sites where stu
dents may wait for motorist to pick them up.
Students have proposed 32 initial sites which were chosen for
safety of passengers and driver. "RideStop" signs, designed by a
Graphics student are to be placed at these locations.
RideStop was recently funded by a grant of $735 from the
University; a matching grant is expected from a local community col
lege which is included in the program. The approximate cost is about
five cents per student. The plan has been endorsed by many civic
groups including the Lane Council of Government, the Transit Dis
trict, City Councils of Eugene and Springfield, and the League of Wo
men Voters. RideStop is strictly legal, because riders wait on the
curb. If RideStop succeeds, the plan can be easily adapted to other
areas.
Currently, hitchhikers depend upon the goodwill of the drivers.
In Poland, a driver-incentive program called the Auto Stop plan has
been used. The hitcher buys a book of coupons for the equivalent of
about $2, and rewards the driver with a numbered coupon which
may win a Polski Fiat, or other substantial prize. Each book is worth
a thousand miles of rides to the buyer, and for each 500,000 books
sold, there's a million dollars available for prizes. This system origin
ated in 1958 when they had less than a million vehicles in the Polish
People's Republic, for a population of around 30 million.
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SGA legislature removes Montgomery

from Elections Board
At 10:10 p.m. on January 11th, the SGA
Legislature met in special session to hear impeach
ment proceedings against Mitch Montgomery as a
member of the Elections Board. All Legislators
were present with the exception of Tom Dial.
One item of business-the Rules Committee
report-was heard before the proceedings. In her re
port, Cynthia Kay Newby, Chairman of the Rules
Committee, said that the committee has "...decided
to define a 'majority' as a majority of the mem
bers present rather than a majority of the entire
membership." Legislator Bob Douglas appealed the
decision of the committee stating that he "...be
lieved a majority should apply to the entire mem
bership." The appeal was followed by a vote, in
which the motion failed.
Plantiffs in the proceedings were Legislators
Mark Bergmann and Bud Speake, who charged
Montgomery with "... missing 5 of 9 Ejections
Board meetings, negligence in the operation of two
polls, and improper use of an official ballot." Berg
mann and Speake displayed seven exhibits in sup
port of their charges, including a "marked ballot"
which according to the charges, was discovered by
Speake at the poll in the Science & Engineering
Building.
Responding to the charges, Montgomery said
that he had missed 5 of 9 meetings, but had mailed
proxies to Board Chairman and Director of the Di
vision of Student Affairs, Dr. James Moebes. In a
letter from the DSA office, Dr. Moebes said "For
three of the meetings, when Mitch was unable to
be in attendence, he called the office and requested
that I take his proxy to the meeting. This is not an
uncommon procedure with this particular group.
Mitch was unable to attend the October 11 meet
ing of the Elections Board due to mid-term exam
ination and his other absence was due to the fact
that this office was unable to make contact with
him in order to notify him of the meeting. He was
not, therefore, aware of that meeting being called
until after it had been held.
Montgomery, in his own defense,and answer
ing the charge of " . . . gross negligence in the oper
ation of a polling place," stated that " ... it is al
most impossible to man two polls with volunteer
help alone for such a long period of time." Berg
mann claimed that Montgomery 's actions in the re
moval of a poll from Madison Hall on the night of
December 14th, had deprived an estimated 800
students of "... an opportunity to vote in the
bl

„„

•---

->

"

Montgomery said that he had "marked" a
ballot, only "... to be used as a sample ballot,
and at the request of another student,' in his re
sponse to the final charge of " .. . improper use of
an official ballot." He added that he wasn t aware
of the ballot's presence at the poll and said that
"... it was meant as a 'sample ballot' to be shown
to students away from the poll."
Following closing statements from Bergmann
and Montgomery, Vice President Hale Booth in
structed the Legislature in the method of "secret
ballot voting" to be used. The vote yielded seven
"aquit", seven "remove", and one "guilty" and no
abstaining votes. Legislator Bob Douglas moved
that the "guilty" ballot be disregarded and that
the Vice President cast the deciding vote. The Leg
islature then voted to repeat the secret ballot pro
cess, after voting instructions were clarified. The
final count 8-'7-0 removed Montgomery from the
Elections Board.
As a result of the impeachment, Ken Macomber, another member of the Elections Board, an
nounced his resignation from the Board, In a let
ter to Chairman Moebes. Macomber said, "In view
of my personal feelings and my inability to disguard them in this incident, I wish that my name
be no longer connected with the Elections Board
because of its now tainted historv. Only the future
will show if you have replaced him with a pawn that
y o u m a y c o n t r o l w i t h a n d o f y o u r o w n leisure. I
can honestly close in stating that I was not such a
person and that I do not care to be associated with
a govermental association thatcondemnsa man for
trying to do his best with a responsibility he did
not ask for." The resignation, according to Mac
omber, was effective January 12.
Hale Booth said that he considered the pro
ceedings "... a farce-in view of the fact that the
Constitution clearly states that it takes a majority
of the membership to remove, as is the standard
procedure for most legislative bodies. A small
group overruled the Constitution in declaring that
a majority of members present was needed to im
peach. I would be interested in seeing any docu
ment of this ruling. I feel sure that Mitch Mont
gomery will appeal the decision of the legislature as
provided for in the UAH Judicial code and the SGA
Constitution."
According to Dr. Moesbes, Motgomery has filed
an appeal of the legislature's decision with the Elec
tions Board.
Bergmann and Speake said they both 1 " felt
that the actions of the Legislature were right," and
that "...we both retain clear consciences concerning

I-OR HIM AND HER

MITCH MONTGOMERY
...addresses SGA Legislature

MARK BERGMANN

VESTS
SWEATERS
NOVELTIES
KNIT SHIRTS
BELTS N' SWEATERS
WALL DECORATIONS
PLEATED AND CUFFE BAGGIES
MOM) IV l'HRl' "HASY PARKING" SATURDAY
OPEN
ELEVEN O'CLOCK TO SEVEN O'CLOCK

BUD SPEAKE

...evidence brings proceedings
Photos by Brian Prcntkc, exponent Director ot Photograp iy
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Hodding Carter III visits UAH
by Camille Mims

Exponent Staff Writer

HODDING CARTER III
...journalist with strong views on war, politics, domestic policies
(Photo by Pete Hovanes, Exponent Staff Photographer)

Students meet at
Student government representatives from UAH
and ten other Alabama universities and colleges
met at Auburn University this month to begin the
creation of a statewide student lobby organization.
Few solid structural plans for the organization
were made at the group s first meeting, called by
Auburn University's SGA President Jerry Batts.
However one representative from each participa
ting Alabama university and college will meet at
Samford University in Birmingham later this month
to compose a constitution, explore funding possi
bilities and determine the direction of a state organ
ization.
The group's first meeting was called to "get an
idea of whether the schools' student leaders feel
Alabama's campuses need a statewide organization
to attempt to solve, with unity, problems exper
ienced by students on campus," said Batts.
Attending the meeting for UAH was SGA legis
lator Kim Stewart who is serving on the organiza
tion's executive committee and will attend the
meeting at Samford University.
The 23 students attending the three hour meet

We are looking for a student
to sell our 8-track tapes. We
are respected throughout thecountry as producing a prem
iunm product. Have your own
thriving business. We carry
over 700 selections of all types
of music. Soul, Pop, Oldies,
C&W, Popular, Etc, If you are
Interested cakl Melody Recor
dings Inc. (201) 575-9430, ask
i for either Mr. Jonas or Mr.
Reid.

Auburn

ing organized the executive committee to develope
the constitution and to determine the priorities of
the organization," which we feel are the most press
ing problems facing students on Alabama campuses
that the organization can help solve," Ms. Stewart
said.
What immediate problems the statewide student
organization will tackle is unknown, said Batts, but
several leaders agreed that reform of the out-ofstate tuition payments and student housing are
changes that are needed on several Alabama cam
puses.
"Well be looking at the role of the statewide
student organization whether to organize as a stu
dent lobby group for the Alabama legislator or as
a student interest research information group or
both," he said.
Batts said that an immediate problem facing the
organization will be to find sources of funding for
the organization, a problem which has stopped
other student state lobby or groups.

Hodding Carter III, even when temporarily immersed in a martiniand-steak atmosphere, retains the manner he employs in his speeches.
He is congenial in spite of fatigue, and his end of the conversation is
abundant with anecdotes, metaphors, and descriptive language. Above all. he remains conscious of his political position.
Tuesday, January 16, Hodding Carter III, editor ot The Delta
Democrat, appeared at UAH. He was interviewed over dinner, the
whisked away to speak to a large audience in the multi-purpose
room in the Student Union.
Four years ago, Carter voiced the opinion that George Wallace
was politically dead. Now he believes the George McGovern s politi
cal power has been nullified, at least in terms of the Presidency. The
leftist faction of the Democratic party, according to Carter, is no
longer the dominant force within the party structure, but will continue to influence it. Carter pointed out that even with Strauss
(head of the Democratic National Committee), there will be a con
tinuation of reforms."
Carter characterized the Democratic party as being in search of a
unifying theme." Although Carter feels that the basic thrust is not
wrong, the Democrats must now, he says, get back to relating to the
majority.
,,
"We may be in the middle of a historical reversal. It seems like the
Republicans are going to seize control of the New Deal government
machinery that they were once so afraid of. Now the Democrats need
to consider all these individuals who are set adrift in a power world.
"All the different threads of the Old Democratic party are un
ravelling now, and you just can't build that particular cloth anymore.
The unifying theme used to be something like 'goodies for everyone,'
but that isn t working anymore.
"I have no prescription for the situation. Right now we re seeing
the Congressional leadership making overtures towards people out
side Congress in an effort to initiate serious dialogue. We're refash
ioning idealogically."
Carter thinks that a "dream candidate" in '76 would probably aid
in resurrecting the party. This imaginary figure would be akin to a
"Kennedy without a Chappaquiddick." Yet Carter sees no such being
in the political spectrum at the present time.
When asked what role he would play in the future of the Demo
cratic party, Carter smiled and answered, "I'll function to whatever
degree I can. In terms of public office, I'm too left for the white maj
ority, and I'm not black. So I'll work through the newpaper, function
ing primarily on the periphery of the party. '
You won't be getting into the thick of things, then?"
"Well, I'll be getting involved in everything as much as I can."
"You'll be getting into the thick of it on the perphery of the party?"
_ "IH be getting into the thick of it as far as the situation allows."
When asked his opinion concerning Captain Michael Heck's refusal
to continue his part in bombing Hanoi, Carter launched into his own
military background as well as his opinion. "When I was in the Mar
ines, 1 really enjoyed it. I came out of there strongly committed to
the idea of obedience, and I really couldn't understand all the anitmilitary ideas floating around. But gradually, I did understand it.
"We need more guys like Heck. I think people like that will bring
us closer to understanding a solution to man s institutionalized in
humanity to man. The importance is inHeck's saying'no' to the ad
ministration, not in being made a hero. But this is just a well publi
cized incidence of what's been going on. I think that we need more
people who are willing to defy that mass force to actaccording to the
dictates of their conscience.
The Delta Democrat has a circulation of 18,000, yet Hodding Car
ter III reaches a greater number of people through his speeches. As
the interview ended, he was escorted to UAH, where he extended this

dinner conversation in an effort to reach HuntsviUians.

ABORTION
INFORMATION

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.

CALL

TOLL FREE

(800) 523 -4436
A Non-Profit Organization 24 HOURS

DO TOU KNOW THESE MEN?

According to confidential sources, these men are
Mr. Ricard, left, and Mr. Patterson, right, both
members of HPD Criminal Investigation Division.
This photograph and the above information were
conveyed to exponent by an anonymous source,
and exponent takes no responsibility for its
validity. We simply print what is reported.
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SPORTS

trnotos by Brian Prentke and Joe Gassen)

GKW omns oenoon
BY HUGH MCINTOSH
I usually sleep late on Saturday mornings, but this past weekend I
rolled out early to go and watch the rowing team work out and to in
terview their coach, Alfie Van Fossen. I had never been to the place
on the river where the crew works out, but my directions from Alfie
were to "drive 300 yards past the Hobbs Island Marina and turn into
the parking lot on the right. If you get that far, we'll find you."
I found the parking lot with little trouble and spotted a tin build
ing which I assumed was the crew shed since there was a small crowd
of laughing young men milling about in front of it. This crowd in
cluded most of the 24 athletes who have joined the rowing team so
far this year. They are a colorful group of individuals who come in a
variety of sizes, shapes and lengths of hair. Their clothing is equally
non-uniform, consisting for the most part of old sweat pants, lettered
T-shirts, faded PE shorts, stocking caps and tennis shoes that would
probably have been rejected by the Salvation Army as not usable.
The line of chatter never ceased as a racing shell (boat) was taken
from the crew shed and carried down to the river in preparation for
launching. At the river, the shell was placed on two "stretchers"
(a sort of collapsable : cradle) while the rowers removed their shoes
and rolled up their pant legs. I was invited to take off my shoes and
socks, and help launch the shell so that I might have a more "realistic
experience" for my story. I tested the water with my index finger,
found it to be icy cold and respectfully declined the invitation.
The crew walked the shell out into the water, and launched it, curs
ing the coldness of the water and joking to the one follow who had
to remain holding the shell while the others went back to shore for
their shoes. Then, one at a time, they carefully entered the shell, still
wisecracking to one another and to those who were left on shore.
With a rower holding firmly to the handle of his oar, Alfie took hold
of the curved blade and slowly pushed the shell away from shore and
into the current of the river. Talking in the shell stopped as the cox
swain gave the crew his instructions. The shell floated quietly on the
water, its four oars reaching out like the legs of a giant water spider.
As the shell drifted away from us on the shore, we could hear the
coxswain give the crew a prepatory command. On the command of
execution all four oars move in unison, dipped into the water and
pulled strongly and silently, no longer a group of laughing indivi- '<
duals, but a coordinated, disciplined unit moving swiftly up the river.
"There are two kinds of rowing," Alfie said. "There is sweep row
ing where each man has one oar, and there is sculling where each man
has two. In sculling there are three divisions: singles, pairs, and four
man crews. In sweep rowing there are five divisions: eight man crews
with coxswain, four man crews with coxswain, four man crews with'out coxswain, pairs with coxswain and pairs without. At our meets
'we usually race just an eight man shell, but occasionally we race a
four man crew with a coxswain."
There are basically three different hull designs: V-shaped, U-shap
ed (or flat bottomed) and semi-circle bottomed. The V-shaped shells
are used in calm water and the flat bottomed shells are used in rough
water. The semi-circle bottoms are a compromise between the two
and they are the type used here. UAH has three eight man shells, 2
four man shells, 6 singles and 2 tub pairs. Tub pairs are extra wide
training shells.
An eight man racing shell is about 60 ft. long and weighs around
250 lb. without oars. Its "shell" is made of laminated hardwood that
is 3/32" thick. Each oar is 12 ft. long and weighs 9 lb. In small col
lege competition an eight man shell will run a 2,000 meter course in
about six to seven minutes. The smaller four man shell is about 42 ft.
in length and weighs around 175 lb.
Shells are made differently for light weight crews and for heavy
weight crews. Because of the additional weight and strength of the
heavy weight crews, their shells must be stronger and heavier. "I
would like to get a light weight flat bottomed shell," Alfie said. "I
think we have been hurt in the past because we didn't have one. An
other piece of equipment I would like to get is an ergometer This is
a rowing type exercise machine. Most of the schools which have good
rowing teams use them. They build up strength and endurance not
only for rowers, but also for athletes in all other sports."

i

A second four man shell was launched and Alfie, the movie cam
era man, two Exponent photographers and I got into a launch and
followed it down river. Speaking through a megaphone, Alfie gave in
structions to a rower who was out for the first time. The camera man
took pictures which would be studied later to correct errors in the
form and movements of the rowers. Watching a beginner struggling
to coordinate his movements with the rest of the crew gives one an
appreciation for the smooth, seemingly unconscious movement of an
experienced crew. "Rowers should start training when they are 12 or
13," Alfie said. "All these guys started only after they got into col
lege. They really do well for not having rowed before."
We left the crew with the beginner and drove upstream to where
the other crew was rowing. When we arrived, Alfie told the coxswain
to increase their speed. Even though each man was pulling with near
ly all his strength, the crew still worked together and never missed a
stroke. "Bill Schrenk is our coxswain and he has been working at it
for three years. A coxswain's job is to steer the shell, which is no leasy
matter. But a really good coxswain will be able to keep track of the
elapsed time in a race and can watch the crew to detect anything
which might be slowing them down."
After the workout Alfie talked more about sweep rowing. "In var
sity competition there are two different classes: light weight and
heavy weight. Each member of a light weight crew must weigh 160
lb. or less and the average weight for the whole crew must be 155 lb.
or less. Heavy weight is everything over the light weight limits. Last
year our light weight crew placed 5th in the national small college
championship. Our times and Coast Guard's times were the fastestin
the preliminaries, but in the finals the water was rough and we finish
ed fifth. Coast Guard brought along a flat bottomed shell, used it on
the rough water in the finals and took first place. Our shell couldn t
handle the rough water. If we had had a flat bottom shell I think we
could have beaten Coast Guard. We're out to get them this year."
Tryouts for crew will be held this coming Monday at the river.
They will probably be in the morning and the time will be announc
ed soon. In the meantime, crew candidates have been running two to
three miles every day, lifting weights and rowing on the weekends.
Many crew members from last year are back again this season. Returning light weight rowers are: Tom Eiland, Rick James, Doug Haw
kins, Steve Mallernee, Brent Montgomery and Bill Schrenk. Other re
turning rowers are: Mike Knuckels, Mike Turner, Sham Patel, Bob
Funke, Bill Hellier, Tim Graves, Donald Neusomand Mike Fees. Doug
Hawkins is the captain and Mike Fees is co-captain. Greg Geiss is the
camera man. The home meets will be held out by the Hobbs Island
Marina. There is plenty of room to spread a blanket, have a picnic
and watch the races.
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Editor, exponent
Kim Stewart's proposal to drop F's and D's from a student's QPA seems to be pure
imbecility and I do not understand why the SGA would pass this resolution (13-2). My
guess would be that there are 13 persons on the SGA who would like to drop their F's
and D's. N
Miss Stewart suggested that if a student made below a C in a course and took this
course a second time and made a satisfactory grade, the lower grade would be dropped.
Her arguement is based on the fact that a student should not be penalized for the MIS
TAKE of failing. She states that this student is already been penalized by having to take
this course over, and that the student must pay to again take it over. She stated that
both the student and the school would benefit.
I would be happy to give Miss Stewart the address of an organization which for $25
she can get a BA or BS and for $50 more you can get a Rid. Oh yes by the way, the stu
dent and the organization would both benefit.
Why don't we just let UAH continue to run in an intelligent way like it is now and if
Miss Stewart and her derogatorydozen apply for a $25 blue plate special.
Thomas Owl

We're not related!

Ladies and Gentlemen of UAH, a clarification: we, the exponent, are
not related to the fledgling, Uhlan Lampoon, child of Studebaker Hawk.
There have been ties (though not familial ones)—Mr. Hawk was, and is,
ad manager of exponent, and for his first issue he made use of the exponent
office to edit his paper. This, of course, was temporary, and the Uhlan Lam
poon is currently seeking a new and more convivial home. We wish this
"other newspaper " on campus the very best.

So write
One of the many purposes of a newspaper ls to print letters from its
readers. This is a purpose exponent would fervently like to fulfill as much as
possible—with the assistance of not just our student readers, but the entire
University community and the community of Huntsville itself. In lesser
words, we welcome and encourage all letters. One needn't have a gripe to
write a letter—a few words of praise, or reflection, or humour, or informa
tion would be most welcome.
Afew suggestions: include names, address and telephone number. Un
signed letters will be ignored. Names will be withheld if, in the opinion of
the editor, the situation warrants. Letters may be edited if space limitations
require.
Our address: exponent, UAH, P.O. Box 1247, Huntsville, Alabama,
35805.
So write us a letter!

The raped ranks
You probably don't recognize the name on the by-line of this article.
Don't be alarmed. I am not a writer, a politician, or a demonstrating placard
carrier. I am not a member of the SGA nor a "sympathizer" with the admini
stration. You might say that the only group to which I belong is the silent and
25 years of age group.
I have yielded my silence in order to voice the opinion of what Ithink is a
majority of people just like me-usilally apathetic to campus quarrels, lectures,
dances, and meetings. Before I start stomping my foot and condemning the
establishment, as so many people do now-a-days, let me tell you my story.
I was reared in Ala. and attended grammar school and high school here.
I went to elementary and high schools before the Alabama Legislature voted to
provide free textbooks for students. I guess that you could say that I have bought
every textbook I have ever used. All of this gobbledy-gook leads to one fact. I
have plenty of experience in buying books.
Any student over 22 years of age has this same experience but experience
is not really necessary for one to know when he is being exploited in buying text
books.
There are many methods available for detecting the "rape of the bookbuyer." I am sure that if you are a student at UAH you have been "raped." I
also feel confident that you know that you have but you have also declined to say
anything about it in other than a muffled voice and then only in the presence of
those who will say nothing.
I use the word rape with respect to buying UAH textbooks because the
vendors of these books have not even offered seduction of the students. We, as
students, are forced to buy our books from the UAH Bookstore because no
other bookstores in town carry our textbooks.
Have you ever wondered why no other bookstore stocks these textbooks?
The answer is simple. These bookstores find out, at the same time the student
does, what books are being used for the next quarter about two weeks before
the quarter starts.
In order for a bookstore to have books in stock by the time classes com
mence, the books must be ordered from the publishers at least six weeks prior.
Our esteemed bookstore does not see fit to encourage competition by offering
this booklist early enough to hurt them.
Have you ever bought a book for a class which was a paperback? Have you
ever peeled off the price sticker applied by UAH to find that the publishers sug
gested retail price was fifteen to thirty-five cents lower than what you paid for
the book? Did you know that most new books sold by UAH are sold with at
least a 10% mark-up over list price? Did you know that books are sold, wholesale,
to a bookstore at a discount from that same list price?
Are you aware that if you buy $75 worth of books in one quarter, as I
have done this quarter, that $10 to $15 of this sum represents the mark up over
list price?
ARE YOU WILLING TO HELP DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS?
CAN YOU EMERGE FROM THE RANKS OF THE SILENT "RAPED"?
Contact me, if you are willing to help alleviate these high prices. We
won't march and carry signs but we will write many letters to the people who
can stop this "RAPING OF THE STUDENT."
by R. Dale Brown
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From the inside
Editor's Note: "From the Inside" is written by an inmate at Draper
Correctional Institution, Elmore, Alabama, and is the first of a series
exclusively for exponent. The writer, with the sole intent of convey
ing information to the "outside" desires to remain anonymous at
this time. If you have a question concerning the Alabama Prison
System, or would just like to express a viewpoint, we strongly urge
that you write exponent.

It is a commonly held concept that state prisoners are well cared for as
wards of the state and want for nothing except perhaps their freedom, which of
course they can't have until they have paid their debt to society and been reha
bilitated. In reality, prisoners in the Alabama penal system are, to a large extent,
expected to fend for themselves. Inmates in Alabama are provided with pants,
shirts, jackets, and shoes in the way of clothing. Rationed toilet articles consist
of one roll of tissue paper, a bar of soap, and one razor blade issued once every
three weeks. The cheapest bottle of roll-on deodorant available in the inmate
welfare store is priced at eighty-nine cents.Without monetary support provided
by friends or relatives on the outside, the inmate simply must do without deodo
rant, underwear, socks, cigarettes, shaving cream, a razor, toothpaste and tooth
brush, and many other items which serve to make life more tolerable and asnitary. Inmates are allowed to spend a maximum of fifteen dollars per week. Those
inmates having this much money available to them find that it takes this much in
order to "get by." One damaging side effect of this "fend for yourself" policy is
the presence of racketeering such as loan sharking, gambling, and drug peddling
which exist on a more or less large scale basis throughout the Alabama penal sys
tem. In fact, at Atmore and Holman prisons, reported incidents of inmates rob
bing other inmates are common. The "fend for yourself' policy is one of the ma
jor factors directly associated with adverse conditions within our state's penal
institutions.
Another factor to be considered is the lack of rehabilitative opportunities
available to Alabama inmates. This contributes to the hopelessness and despair
that are so much a part of prison life. Perhaps more important than the hopeless
ness of being in prison is the hopelessness of staying out once the inmate is re
leased. Recidivism should be considered the penal system's number one problem.
Over two-thirds of the inmate population of Alabama have served previous pri
son sentences. This reflects in a negative manner on the quantity and quality
of rehabilitation within the state's penal institutions.
In the past year, several meaningful yet long overdue measures have been
taken to provide rehabilitation on a large scale basis to Alabama inmates. These
include the implementation of a work-release program, a home-furlough program,
and a pilot junior college program now in operation at Draper Correctional Cen
ter.
The work-release program provides for selected inmates to hold down jobs
in the free community at full salary. The work-releasees return at the end of the
working day to work-release center, a liberalized extension of the penal institu
tion. These men pay twenty-five percent of their earnings to the Board of Correc
tions for room and board. They are allowed to send the rest of their earnings
home to their families or place it in a savings account. This gives the participants
an opportunity to support themselves and even their families rather than relying
on their families to support them. It further serves to gradually reacquaint the
inmate with society in preparation for his eventual release. This program is re
stricted to inmates that are within one year of their projected release date.
The home-furlough program provides for selected inmates to be released
from the institution for a period of usually about three days under the sponsor
ship of a person deemed acceptable by the Board of Corrections. This program
allows some inmates to secure employment, a requirement for parole eligibility,
or to be with their families during an emergency. Home-furloughs are restricted
to inmates classified as minimum custody or security and with a proved record of
good behavior.
Educational opportunities in the Alabama penal system have always been
grossly deficient. However, there is a pilot junior college program currently in
operation at Draper Correctional Center. A number of inmates have successfully
completed their first quarter of instruction and the second quarter is now under
way. Hopefully this program will be made permanent and be extended to the
other penal institutions in Alabama.
These programs are the hope of the Alabama penal system, yetat this stage
they are all more or less embryonic and affect only a relatively small percentage
ot the overall inmate population of the state. The reasons for Alabama's latency
in prison reform can be traced ot the Alabama public's ingorance and lack of
concern and the subsequent reluctance of Alabama legislators to adequately pro
vide for the state penal system. It should be pointed out here that there also
exists the factor of bureaucratic inertia, or a time-lag between the demand for
action by the people and the action istelf by the legislative bodies of the state
government. It is of course, after all the aspects are considered, the public itself
which must decide whether or not the possibilities of these programs and others
like them are to be fully realized and whether or not criminal offender rehabili
tation is to become a reality in Alabama.
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raphy; Gary Bell, Joe Gassen, Pete Hovanes, Staff Photographers;
Tom pal Jon S'mmons, Proofreaders; Ken Adams, Ad Manager
J^LMar"ekWrlghct'Jeff %"rn1'Staf! Artists; LVn BerrV, Kim Stewlrt
Typesetters
Walmsley, John Scheppe, Cyndee Kendricks,
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The second letter from Liverpool
Dear UAH,
How would you like to change to the British University scheduling system of a full
Another area within easy driving distance is the Lake District, which we are enjoy
4-week vacation at Christmas and 4 weeks off at Easter? It's great! But I'm afraid
ing also. I he dialect here is interesting too—a mountain or hiH is a fell, a rocky hill
neither you nor I would like a bare 6 weeks summer vacation.
a crag, brooks and streams are becks, pools and lakes are tarns, a ravine with a stream
Another thing you would like, though, is the fact that the standard University in it is a ghyll. I m increasing my scrabble vocabulary!
course is three years, rather than four years as in the U.S.
, ,It,,is !oi"g to be difficult for us all to settle back into the second term of school.
We have visited one of the new schools, the University of Lancaster, a lovely place. b"t the holidays are about over. So far the weather has not been bad at all, a good bit
All new buildings, modern architecture the same style throughout, in a green fieldsot fog but very little cold; the temperature ranges between 40 F. and 55 F. There are
and-woods setting on the outskirts of Lancaster. They seemed to have a good program
actually some roses still blooming in many gardens, and some flowering tree is already
n
a
§°j S> general University, one with all the majors usual, some graduate work but not
out (it looks something like a plumblossom).
You will be interested in knowing that the faculty here at Liverpool is also working
a full program as yet. We were shown around the place by David Warwick, author of
an excellent paperback called Team Teaching, a concept and practice which is spread °"Ve"sed/acuity evaluation Procedure. I have shared with them our revised form
ing in England as it is in America.
which they find useful. I have visited a good many classes throughout the University
Shall I tell you what the traditional English steamed pudding tastes like? Wet
and must say I find a very high standard of teaching going on.
fruitcake. Bui not bad at all, and much improved with the rum sauce they pour over
Thanks for keeping the exponent coming to me; 1 enjoy staying up with the news
it. We had one of the figgy puddings for Christmas, of course. And I've learned t o
in it, and also in your letters. 1 hope the controversy (pronounced conTROVersv over
make the real steak-and-kidney pie, delicious! (But I leave out the kidney, I'll have to
here) between the SGA and the Union Board can be settled satisfactorily to alhrememconfess.)
ber, nothing is impossible to people of good will. But it will really require com-We have done alot of exploring of Wales during the holidays. Would you believe
promise on both sides, which is sometimes painful to all, as the family counselor well
Knows.
that one of the twelve small countries, Pembrokeshire in the southwest corner,has
sixteen major castles and over sixty minor ones? Another fascinating area is Anglesea,
Well bye for now, and to all a Happy New Year! My "English Year" is one third
gone already, and is going much too fast. rTV
"
the northwest corner country, an island. And all of Wales has beautiful beaches, some
Tra—(what that means -I don't
know;
rugged and majestic like our Pacific coastline, but others wide and sandy as Florida it's a commonly used term for "bye")—
beaches (but not as white.)
Dr. Kilgo

Dr. Reese Danley Kilgo, UAH Assistant Professor of Education
And Sociology, is on sabbatical leave at the University of
Liverpool in England. Dr. Kilgo was Director of Student
Affairs here.
' * * • • • • • • • • •
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THIS map of the U.S. shows what the impact of the war in Vietnam would have been had i t
taken place in the U.S. Casualty, refugee, and defoliation data for the U.S. were
computed on a percentage basis to reflect actual data from South Vietnam. Calculations
took into consideration the ratios of U.S. to South Vietnamese populations and land
areas. The s t a t i s t i c s were then converted to state populations (or land areas) and
p r o j e c t e d o n t h e m a p . S o u r c e s f o. .r t h e d a t a a r _e t h e U . S D e p a r t m e n t o f D e f e n s e , t h e
S e n a t e S u b c o m m i t t e e o n R e f u g e e s , t h e R e p u b l .i c o f V i e t n a m M i n i s t r y o f I n f o r m a t i o n , a n d
the Stanford Biology Group (on defoliation).
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Nixon

Network

draws

The American press has so many attacks on free speech and information to
report these days that the less dramitic but thorough demise of public television
seems relatively unexciting. The transformation of NET to the Nixon Network,
however, has been as sure and devious as any of the current grand jury indict
ments against reporters. The difference with PTV is that while the battles con
tinue, the war has certainly been lost.
PTV was never truly competing voice with commercial television, even in
the "golden age" of the mid-1960's, drawing only a miniscule audience to cultur
al and current events programming. But the shows were independent, creative,
and, on occasion, exceptionally good. The documentaries-of NET Journal and
NET Festival by Jack Willis and others were a joy to behold, competing favor
ably with the best of the BBC teams.
Certainly, the destruction and demoralization since then hasn't been all
Nixon's doing. The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 was Lyndon Johnson's
baby, complete with a Corporation Board of political appointees and local station
funding through the office of Health, Education and Welfare. Nixon merely had
to dry up the money, replace the 15 board members with his own political allies,
and establish an Office of Telecommunications Policy to make sure everything
was Perfectly Clear.
In this case, everything is. The 226 non-commercial TV stations currently
have to survive on $45 million a year, allocated after the Presidential veto of a
two-year $155 million budget.
John Macy, president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting since its
beginning, was replaced in November by Henry W. Loomis. Macy was no flaming
liberal, having previously served in the War Department, Atomic Energy Commis
sion, and Department of the Army. Mr. Loomis, however, is not only devoted to
Nixon, but was a deputy director of the USIA, our international propaganda net
work.
The CPB now perfectly reflects the policies sent from the White House via
Clay Whitehead's Office of Telecomminications Policy. For the past year, the
OTP has "jawboned" local station managers and PTV bureaucrats with the Nixon
doctrine on public television. The litany includes "bedrock localism" in pro
gram origination, little or no networking, satisfaction with tiny audiences, an

Noise

pollution
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avoidance of controversy and public affairs programming in general, emphasis
on "culture" and "education", and of course, a marked reversal of the "Eastern
liberal bias of everyone involved. That message is repeated by both Loomis at
CPB and Nixon's Federal Communications Commission chief, Dean Burch.
However jaded and resigned the PTV bureaucrats have become, few were
prepared for Henry Loomis' first official act. Totally ignoring the Public Broad
casting Service, the networking and programming arm of PTV, Loomis wired 142
local stations to offer as much as 21 hours of NASA moon shot coverage in December.The package, budgeted at $500,000, would include a special group of
scientists and science reporters gathered by NASA to "emphasize the scientific
aspects of the mission." Finally, NASA offered to contribute all pool and feed
costs for networking the 3-day broadcasts. Variety's Bill Greeley commented,
"The anti-journalistic aspects of this NASA boondoggle run so deep, they're a
chore to list."
The proposal drew an immediate angry response from the slighted bureau
crats at PBS, who blinked to discover that programming as well as financing had
suddenly become part of the White House domain. Loomis and NASA withdrew
the offer with some embarrassment, leaving the CPB and PBS directors to work
out position paper on who should have control over programming.
The answer to that hasn't taken long to arrive. Under pressure from the
Administration, the CPB announced that most of the PTV public affairs pro
grams will be axed from the schedule. Among them are "Bill Moyers' Journal"
"Washington Week in Review," Sandor Vanocur wherever he might appear, and
William F. Buckley's "Firing Line" — Pulled for a little political balance. What
remains are a lot of BBC cultural imports, and "Sesame Street."
John Macy was the last CPB official to fight the open politicization of pub
lic television, and now only a few pockets of resistance remain at the local level
ip New York, Boston, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
At present, there is no political base for countering the Nixon Network in
Washington. "Retrenchment" is the work >f the season. The fact that the Neilson
ratings report PTV audiences are often too small to measure seems little consola
tion. For the next four years, the password in "Read a book."

facts

What is noise? Sound? No, noise is pollution—too much sound. The word
itself comes from the Latin word for nausea. It produces sickness in the body.
The human ear initially functioned as a warning device to tell early man of
impending danger. But the sense of hearing in modern man has never evolved
from that primitive function. Hence, when the ear is bombarded with noise, the
body tenses into a state of readiness.
This reaction is automatic and involuntary. When it occurs, alert mechanisms

cause four major reactions in the body: the arteries constrict, the heartbeat in
creases, the eye dilate (causing headaches)" and the stomach secretes excess acids.
Research shows that eardrums do not become "numb" and adjust to a con-i
stant noise source, such as one might find on noisy jobs. Loss of hearing, str
angely enough, does not come with age, but rather with a gradual disintegrat
ion of cells in the hearing system. Noise causes that breakdown.
In a typical industrial situation, or any other with a constant noise back
ground, the body is poised in a cb/istant state of readiness, alert for a dang
er that isn't there. The stomach is overactive, the eyes are dilated, the art
eries tighten up, placing strain on the rapidly pumping heart. After a per
iod of time the tenseness can take its toll in the form of heart attacks,
hearing loss, strokes and ulcers.
Sounds, above and below the range of the human ear, also have strange ef
fects on life. Scientists are just beginning to understand the effects of ultrason
ics and infrasonics on human ears.
Ultrasonics are above the human hearing range. The waves are used for
cleansing tissue, treating diseases, and for knifeless surgery. Medical authorities,
however, now warn against aiming ultrasonic soundwaves at the brain, reproduct
ive organs, vital nerve centers, eyes, heart and other areas of the body. Today,
warning signs are posted near the thousands of commercial ultrasonic quick
cooking ovens telling persons with heart pacemakers to stay away.

criticism

are

frightening

It is in the realm of infrasonics, below the human hearing range, that the
most frightening effects of sound have been observed. Sound engineers are
capable of building equipment that can generate these powerful low frequency
sounds" In one experiment, researchers blasted an infrasonic "whistle" but
had to turn it off as fast as their reaction time would allow. The entire building
shook and the soundwaves caused the internal organs of all the people in the
building to jostle about. Everyone in the building was sick for hours after the
experiment.
A larger whistle was built by the same group, but it shook the building so
hard it could not be used. They even designed (but never built) a sound whis
tle capable of killing a man five miles away.
The discovery of the impact of infrasonics was made accidentally: research
ers noticed that tenants in their building were constantly sick to their stomachs.
Then, at one point, the building's huge air circulator system was shut off and
everyone felt fine. Yes, the motor generated infrasonics throughout the build
ing, jostling kidneys and livers everywhere, causing mass nausea. Ultimately,
special shielding solved the problem.
One key to the noise dilemma seems to lie in legislation. Boulder, Col., a far
thinking community, has enacted an anti-noise ordinance and unlike many other
cities which have done the same thing, Boulder enforces its law. The town has
its own noise abatement.
its own «oise abatement officer, and tickets are issued to offenders, mostly
motor vehicles. Noise levels have dropped in Boulder.
Other methods for controlling noise include strict regulation of industry,
a prime noise producer, or even such simple ideas as the planting of trees and
shrubs in cities.
Noise is a killer. It takes the lives of those who don't even know it. Slowly
and methodically, noise destroys our ability to hear. Yet it continues when it
should not be tolerated.

-news briefs
The University of Alabama in
Huntsville will present a pro
posed biennial budget of $19.2
million Thursday for review by
the Alabama Commission on
Higher Education, meeting this
week in Montgomery.
Of that sum, $13 million
would be for operatingand main
tenance and $6.2 million for cap
ital outlay.
Joseph C. Dowdle of UAH
said the institution received $5.6
million for operating expenses in
the current biennium (two fiscal
years) and $8 million in capital
outlay funds from a 1971 $53
million bond issue.
Some $4 million of the $8
million is earmarked for the
UAH School of Primary Medical
Care and the balance for the en
vironmental sciences and nursing
departments of UAH.

This is the breakdown of the !
$1 million operating funds re
quest by UAH: university proper
1973-74, $3,919,689: 1974-75
$4,311,569; medical school, $1,469,568 and $l,7.92,422;nursing
school, $330,954 and $679,792;
environmental sciences, $215,066 and $234,540;nursing scholarships,$18,000 for each of the
two fiscal years.

Ken Adams, Editor of the Uh
lan Lampoon, who on January 3
published his first issue including a
centerfold of President Graves in
the nude, today announced that
the Lampoon will again be publish
ed January 31.
He said that the second Lam
poon's feature"...is a secret," and
that the eight page tabloid publi
cation will include a "policy state
ment" and a classified ad section,
with ads selling for one dollar per
column inch.
Adams said that the Lampoon
"...is looking for people to join the
staff as writers,artists, and typists''
and added that Lampoon Head
quarters are now located in Room
212,SUB, telephone 895-6375.

Governor Wallace says that UAH
may receive more funds for medi
cal facilities soon. In an interview
with "The Huntsville Times" Wash
ington correspondent Phillip W.
Smith at President Nixon's Inaugu
ral Eve Party, Wallace said mat
••••••••••
"We are still working on that med
ical school for Huntsville and we
Women's rights advocate Tiare going to get it."
Grace Atkinson, who was sched

uled as the seventh speaker of the
SGASumposium & Lectuer Series,
cancelled her appearance at UAH
due to conflicting circumstances.
The Committee to investigate

the possibilities of hiring a fulltime, 40 per week Free U Director
will meet next week according to
former Director Gary Bell. "In the
meantime," he said "...people can
write exponent, Dr. Graves, or Dr.
Moebes' to express their views con
cerning the program."

JOB
OPENING
exponent has a salaried position for
BUSINESS

MANAGER

open immediately.
For information, contact Anne Biss, Editor,
telephone 895 6090, 895-6091, or come by
the exponent office in the University Union.
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TOWARD THE YEAR 2000
Reprinted from The Chronicle of Higher Education

'If You're
Young,
You're
A Futurist'

ji/i/f/fl 11 /(| i I i [ Sm.
ililiifiuimii Si;

So say practitioners
of a new academic discipline
that already has
course offerings on more than
100 U.S. campuses
By PHILIP W. SEMAS

DRAWN FOR THE CHRONICLB BY JERRY DADDS

«

M

OST EDUCATORS lack a sense of the future. As

a result, they are unable to see meaning in
the many social and political trends now
under way in the United States. This means
that the chances are good that even present-minded teachers
will continue to be as unprepared for 1980 or 2000 A.D. as
they were for 1970 or 1969."
The speaker is Billy Rojas, director of the Futuristics
Curriculum Project at Alice Lloyd College in Pippa Passes,
Ky. The project is part of an emerging discipline—or interdiscipline—called "futuristics": the study of the future. The
field is still in its formative stages, but its practitioners—
"futurists"—estimate that more than 100 colleges and uni
versities now offer a course or courses on the future. Some
believe that futuristics will become the organizing principle
of the curriculum at some colleges.
At Alice Lloyd,'Mr. Rojas is teaching a series of courses,
including "Alternative Futures in Education," "The Future
of Appalachia," "The Future of American Government,"
and "Spaceship Earth." Another course, "The Future of
the Space Program," will be based on visits to U.S. space
laboratories.
Mr. Rojas also plans to work with other faculty members
on ways in which they can use futuristics in their regular
college courses.
A NOTHER MAJOR FUTURISTICS PROJECT is the program

/%

for the study of the future in education, lo-

f—cated in the school of education at the University

1
m of Massachusetts.
Although it still offers only a few courses, the program
provides the means for doctoral candidates to concentrate
on the study of the future as part of their degree work.
Undergraduates also are able to supplement their course
work with classes in futuristics.
The program has also developed a bibliography on the
future, a directory of professional futurists and futurist
organizations, and a guide to futures courses and research
in colleges and high schools. The program deals especially
with the education of teachers.
Futurists have tried to use a number of innovative ap
proaches in their courses. On one mid-terrn examination,
Mr. Rojas gave his students the history of Brazil to 1915
and asked them, based on what they knew about forecast

ing the future, to predict the future of Brazil through 1968.
Most were way off, Mr. Rojas says, but one woman pre
dicted almost exactly what did in fact happen in Brazil in
the 53-year period.
California as Bellwether
One of the most unusual futuristics courses was "Cali
fornia as the Wave of the Future," offered during the
January interim term at Case Western Reserve University.
Based on the theory that "what happens in California
eventually happens in the rest of the country," Dennis
Livingston, an assistant professor of political science who
teaches several courses in futuristics, took his students there
to study what was happening in the state and to try to
relate it to the future of the United States as a whole.
In his regular courses, Mr. Livingston makes use of a
kind of literature that is popular with many futurists—
science fiction. However, he uses it not for its implications
for the future of science and technology, but for its pre
dictions about politics and public policy.
Futuristics began outside the universities in the RAND
Corporation and Herman Kahn's Hudson Institute. They
dealt primarily with military problems but developed many
of the predicting techniques now used by futurists.
The field has two major journals, Futures, published by
the Institute for the Future in Connecticut, and The
Futurist, published by the World Future Society.
Academic Skepticism
Academicians are still somewhat skeptical of futuristics.
Even at the University of Massachusetts, which has one of
the largest programs, many faculty members remain skepti
cal and reluctant to move fast into the field. However, a
number of major universities have courses or programs in
the study of the future, including the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley, Dartmouth College, and Columbia,
Princeton, and Northwestern Universities.
Many academicians believe that futuristics can have a
special appeal to students who are hostile toward the tra
ditional approaches of academic disciplines. "If you're
young, by definition you are a futurist," says Karl W.
Deutsch, professor of political science at Harvard Uni
versity.
The future may provide a way of developing among stu

dents "a sense of the importance of studying the tacit
assumptions behind knowledge," says Gary Wooditsch,
director of institutional research at Bowling Green State
University. Students, Mr. Wooditsch adds, are saying: "We
will build a world where the problems you want us to
solve can't exist."
"Far too many contemporary students appear to be 'pro
vincials of the present,'" says Thomas H. Maher, associate
academic dean at Thomas More College. "Hopefully an
integrated future perspective might aid them in overcoming
the temporal constraints which seem to constrict so many
young people. Involvement with the future might be thought
of as a complex educational game, forcing students to
analyze contemporary institutions, technologies, and values
from a very different perspective."
Its Place in the Curriculum
On most campuses, futuristics seems to be moving toward
becoming an interdisciplinary program or possibly a sepa
rate discipline. Some futurists, however, are resisting that
trend. They hope the subject might become a part of the
whole college curriculum, a concern of all the disciplines.
"The future might become an integrative vehicle among
the disciplines," Mr. Maher says, "weaving together the
concrete and the abstract, science and humanism, tech
nology and ethics, and theory and action. After all, the
future is forever an unexplored frontier. It will never be
completely mapped. Across this frontier, then, the academic
disciplines may roam 'playfully,' possibly encountering one
another and testing new sets of relationships."
Futurists argue that education is now primarily pastoriented and must change. "We need a future-oriented edu
cation," Mr. Rojas says. "We need to get rid of the historical
approach in the worst sense of the word."
Other academicians argue, however, that futuristics can
not completely ignore history. "It is essential," Mr. Deutsch
says, "to have some benchmarks from the past in order to
mark the trajectory of the future."
Mr. Rojas agrees partially with that. "I have no interest
in history for itself but for its use in studying the future,"
he says. "The role of the historian is to see what in history
can be used to make a better future. My quarrel with his
torians is that they don't do that. They're antiquarians, col
lecting coins and stamps, and gloating over it."
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EVENING WITH RATCHELL

Chris Couchois

The Student Union Building was jammed to the ceiling with peo
ple for one reason only, and that was to see the greatest group to hit
the Huntsville area, Ratchell.
A capacity crowd of well over 550 people eagerly anitcipated the
performance of Ratchell to begin. Beginning the evening was a group
called Warm, from Birmingham. The spirit of the audience was no
thing short of fantastic and, kindled by the sounds of Warm, every
one began to get caught up in the music.
Warm played a variety of songs, some made famous by other
groups, but they put their own blend of style to them which en
hanced the songs tremendously. Between the rhythm guitar and the
bass player, the showmanship was down pat, not taking anything
from the lead guitar who added the final touch to the group, with the
drummer keeping the beat driving home.
The time finally arrived for the homecoming of the fast rising
group Ratchell. As the crew set the stage for the performers, the au
dience's eyes were fixed to the stage. Suddenly, the lights dimmed
4, and Ratchell began with a soft number, which was quite a surprise,
for most of the audience expected the flash of bright lights and a
wall of sound to come crashing down. As the evening progressed the
crowd realized that Ratchell was no ordinary group.
Many expected Larry Byrom to be with the group, but as it turn
ed out, he wasn't. However, three new members were added. "Bix"
Black on the sax, Mark Underwood on the trumpet, and GuyDitmars
on the organ. They were welcomed to the group by the original mem
bers Pat Couchois, Howard Messer and Chris Couchois. Their sound
differed from their first album, entitled simply "Ratchell." The sound
now is more versatile and free. Their music is unlimited because of
great talent and Ed Rhinehart," the best management." The sound
they put out is unmatched by any group ever to perform in this area.
The walls pulsated as Ratchell performed its hits from the first and
second album, including "Don't Fight It" "Out of Hand," and "Here
on My Face." The group had a way of making the audience feel a part
of its music with every song it sang. The vocal parts switched from
mike to mike to even further vary the sound of the group. From all
indications the group was well-rehearsed, but not to the point of stif
ling their style.
After an hour or so of music, the group retired for the evening,
only to again return to the stage after the crowd demanded an encore.
Many friends of the members in the group made them feel right at
home and everyone who entered the SUB a stranger walked out a

friend to everyone in Ratchell.
Once upstairs and through with their performances three of the
members, Pat, Howard and Chris talked about Ratchell. Howard said
that the music business was "rough, unstable, very busy and hectic"
but was quick to add that he "loved every minute of it." When ques
tioned concerning the rapid sucess of the group Pat replied, "We had
an advantage in a sense because we knew each other as people first,
before we even started to record as Ratchell so that problems was el
iminated." Couchois then stated, "because of our great management,
our desire to improve our sound and a lot of hard work we were asked'
to record on the Decca label."
The group's first album had a production problem and all unsold
albums were immediately called back and re-realesed with the pro
blem corrected. Chris said that "the album was rated number 131
with a bullet in Billboard Magazine."
When asked how they felt about their new album, "Ratchell II,"
they all replied, "We love it." The production of the second album
was handled by the group and took "two or two and a half months
to complete." Their manager, wearing a sweater vest on which the
group's name was written, said that "the music of Ratchell is doing
very well in the U.S. as well as in Europe." The group has been book
ed in a great number of the larger cities in the United States, and as
the manager put it, "we've just began." All agreed that great things lie
ahead, "We have already began to record the third album," the manaager added.
The people in the original group were all from the Huntsville area
and three of them attended Huntsville High School. "I never finished
high school," Howard said. "I was asked to leave because my hair was
too long." He holds no hard feelings though. One by one Howard,
Chris and Pat moved to Los Angeles where they came in contact
with Byrom, also from Huntsville. They began working out the sound
they wanted to present and then pressed it onto wax for the first al
bum.
A long unpredictable road lies ahead for Ratchell, but with the
talent, they individually have they can look forward to a long period
of success.The group's ability to make each person in the audience feel
a part of its music, great management, and determination will prove
to be helpful along the way. They've got what it takes.

Photos by Gary Bell, exponent staff photographer
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Saffron, a local band from Arab, Alabama, and the Ides of March, who ori
ginated around the Chicago area, gave a smash rock concert on January 12 in the
Student Union. The Ides were presented under the Student Government Associa
tion Entertainment Series, directed by Larry Spelce. Approximately 550 stud
ents showed up for the event.
Saffron, the front group for the Ides of March, was rather typical of north
ern Alabama rock bands-non-emotional and dull. The plaster-of-Paris girl organ
ist, who sang "Need Somebody to Love" without ever showing a sign of life, was
perhaps the worst member of the group. In her attempt to imitate Gracie Slick
of the Jefferson Airplane in the above-mentioned song, she was unquestionably
gross.
However, the crowd was good-natured, and the group subsequently receiv
ed a polite response.
But when the volatile Ides of March appeared, there was a definite change
in the audience's response-there was enthusiasm!
Throughout the entire show the Ides did what they do best-entertain. Jim
Peterick, the lead guitarist and singer, was by far the most entertaining of the
group. Wearing a skin-tight, green sequin vest, Peterick leaped, screamed,hopped
romped, and sang his way from one end of the stage to the other. He was espe
cially amusing when the band reverted to the music of the late 40's and early
50's.
He began his tale of early rock and roll by reciting a story similar to the
plot of "Summer of 42", when "young girls don their training bras and young
boys make their first trip to the drug store."
After combing back his slick, Vitalis, hair and revealing his bare chest,
Peterick whined out several songs reminiscient of "Teen Angel" while simultan
eously unzipping and zipping the fly of his pants.
Along with David Millas and Bob Bergland, guitarists, and Chuck Soumar,
trumpeter, and Mike Borch, drummer, the five sang and swayed their way
through at least 30 minutes of rousing early rock and roll.
In the course of the show, the music stopped tor a short announcement by
Peterick. "I've been told that I'm supposed to say this in a subtle way. So if you
brought something with you that you shouldn't have, then you really shouldn't
have brought it here tonight...there's two narcs in the audience."
The peak of the night came when the Ides played "Eleanor Rigby" and
"Vehicle." The lengthy version of the Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby" was undoubted
ly the best song of the night. Labeled as the "song that has grown with the band"
"Rigby" lasted for at least 20 minutes and underwent countless tempo changes.
Although the Ides' only hit single "Vehicle" turned out to be rather anticlimactical, the performance was still outstanding. Chuck Soumar, on the trum
pet, was the best performer during "Vehicle." His blaring trumpetwas the only
means of giving the Ides that distinct sound of Chicago.
Certainly, those who missed the Ides, missed what has to be the best show
of the year at UAH.

THE NEW ATHEISMS
THE RELIGIOUS MOOD
OF FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
A Lecture-Dialogue
Directed by
Jack Forstmani
Professor of Theology
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee
7-9 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 30: Room M-50, Research Institute Building
- - and following this, on succeeding Tuesday evenings, lectures on Sigmund Freud's thesis
of the psychical origin of religious ideas and their illusory nature, Martin Buber's existen
tial treatment of the fundamental relation of religion to the whole of life, Rudolf Bultmann's demytholigizing of the gospel narratives, etc.,
- - and finally, five lectures and discussions in which a young scholar, teacher and church
man comes to grips with Nietzsche, Freud, Buber, Hume, et al. in explicating his own
views on the possibilities and prospects of religion in a secular age.
Dr. Forstman, in addition to his duties as Professor of Theology, has also served as
Chairman of the Graduate Department of Religion and on occasion as Acting Dean of The
Divinity School at Vanderbilt.
To register for credit (two semester hours), call the Division of Continuing Educa
tion, 895-6010. You have until Feb. 5 even though the first lecture is on Jan. 30.
To register on a non-credit basis, call 881-2118.
Or if you would prefer to sample a lecture before leaping, attend the first lecture
for $2.00.
These lectures are made possible and sponsored by the

Vanderbilt Study Forum
Box 4391 Farley Station
1
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VA benefits cause trouble
There has been a great deal of information presented to the public regard
ing benefits which the Veterans' Administration makes available to all disabled
veterans of various wars. Increases in benefits are offset by arbitrary reductions
in some areas to minimize the announced increases. For example, on August 1,
1972, a ten percent increase for all disabled veterans was passed by Congress and
signed into law by the President. Immediately prior to this time many vete
rans hart their disability pensions reduced by 45% to 75% dollarwise. The un
fairness of disability ratings caused this decrease in pension amounts. For instance
a veteran having 100% disability reduced to 90% reflects a 45% decrease in pen
sion. The 100% pension was $450 raised to $497, but this increase was not re
ceived by many veterans because an arbitrary reduction was made to coincide
with this so-called increase.
To further clarify the above, a veteran who received 100% disability rating
was reduced to 90% rating resulting in a reduction of $218 monthly. A reduction
to 50% rating results in a decrease from $497 to $145 monthly or a decrease of
$352. It is perfectly clear that the percentage of disability rating does not coin
cide with the percentage of compensation.
Veterans' disability pensions are being reduced without a complete and
thorough examination to establish a fair rating and no consideration is given to
the status of rehabilitation to determine if the veteran can make a suitable in
come to supplement the reduced amount of pension.
When a disabled veteran makes an appeal and rejects the reduced rating
he is virtually ignored for months. Meanwhile he can be in dire economic cir
cumstances because of inability to work 1 due to his extreme physical handi
cap. This is caused by the Veterans' Administration claiming that no rejection
has ever been received against the reduced rating and less pay is set upon an arbi
trary basis. It is occasionally necessary for the veteran to use political pressure
before any positive action is taken upon the veteran's behalf. The above state
ments can be supported by actual cases of which the wrtier has knowledge.
The writer is cognizant of the fact that all government agencies are required
to stay within restricted budgets, but at a loss to understand why more compas
sion is not used in reviewing a disabled veteran's overall situation after he has
fought in a war not declared by our chosen representatives.
Under the Veterans' Administration codes a veteran with a total amputa
tion of one leg is reduced to 70% disability rating,which is much less dollarwise.
In establishing such ratings the government agencies are concerned with the tax
payers' dollars, but not so with the government departments which don't mind
the loss of multimillion dollar planes in an undeclared war. Nor are they
con
cerned with freshmen congressmen who start at $42,000 plus $15,000 in other
benefits. They can establish their own income through their own votes. Disabled
veterans cannot. These are examples of hypocrisy and inequities which exist in
the land of the free and the home of the brave.
The clothing allowance of $150 per year, given to disabled veterans who
have prostetic appliances (artificial limbs) is more than offset by reduction of
many such veterans by having their pensions reduced by more than $200 mon
thly. As far as clothing is concerned this veteran was in the field in Vietnam fifty-'
six days with the same clothes on because combat troops were allowed only one
pair of jungle utilities until such time the clothes wore out.
Perhaps the Veterans' Administration could be operated more efficiently
if they were better staffed and financed to take care of the veterans' needs. In the
immediate past they have been understaffed by 100,000 personnel and six mil
lion short of necessary appropriations. If the Veterans' Administration is short
changed, so will the veterans continue to be short-changed.
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Coming Cultural Events
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FEBRUARY

23-26
8:15 PM
Civic Arts
Center

"Death of a Salesman"
Huntsville Little Theatre

1-3
8:30 PM
UAH Recital
Hall

"The Effect of Gamma Rays
on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds"
University Hayhouse

26
8:15 PM
UAH Recital
Hall

Huntsville Chamber Music Guild
Music for Awhile Ensemble

3
8:15 PM
Huntsville
High

"As You Like It"-The National Players, UAH-SGA Cultural Series

28
3:00 PM
UAH Recital
Hall

Bach, Grieg, Mossorgsky selections 4
Dvorak's "Stabat Mater"
Huntsville Community Chorus
Huntsville Youth Symphony
3:00 PM
Trinity
Methodist
Church
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES FOR CULTURAL EVENTS

coming
University Playhouse will present their winter production, "The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds," by Paul Zindel
on February 1,2,3, and 4 at 8:30 p.m. in the UAH Humanities Building
Recital Hall, Room 110. Admission will be $1.50 general admission and
75 cents for students with I.D.'s.
Zindel's "Gamma Rays" has received a large number of awards,
Including the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, Best Play of the Year, Obie
jAward for the Best Off-Broadway Production, and the New York
iDrama Critics Circle Award. The stark drama of the influence of a
^domineering alcoholic mother on her two daughters has been more
highly honored than any other play in the past six years. It was recently
made into a motion picture starring Joanne Woodward and directed
by Paul Newman. One well known film critic has included it in her
top ten of 1972.
The characters of "Gamma Rays" are interesting and distinctive.
Beatrice is the heartless virago (played by Lynn Peterson) who pampers
her daughter Tillie (Oil Ekstrom) and persecutes Ruth (Jill Martin)
who wants to do work in science. Janice (Karen Johnston) is a com
petitor at the school science fair and Nonny (Martha Wuff) is Beatrice's
current boarder. The all-female cast features Lynn Peterson in the
leading role; Lynn will be remembered by her numerous roles in prod
uctions of Huntsville Little Theater, Company Theater and University
Playhouse. She is also Chairman of the Drama Board. The other
members of the cast are newcomers to the Huntsville stage. Jill
teaches at Chapman Junior High, Cil and Martha are UAH Students, and
Karen attends Grissom High.
This production of University Playhouse will be unique in that it is
ithe first performance of a play to be presented in the 200 seat
'Recital Hall. "Gamma Rays" is a challenge in itself, but Director Alan
Shratter has made this production truly individual in his designs of the
original, abstract set and exotic lighting. Alan, a resident of San Fran
cisco, is a graduate of Michigan State University. He had some work
in theater in both Michigan and California.
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds" may
well be the best production of University Hayhouse. The cast, along
with a large technical crew, has worked long and hard (they began
before Christmas). Seating in the Recital Hall is limited, and the early
comer gets the best seat. Tickets will be on sale at the door or you can
purchase them in advance in the SGA office, Room 210 of the Student
Union Building.

Students may attend performances of the Huntsville Little Theatre, the Huntsville Chamber
Music Guild, the Huntsville Communtiy Chorus and the Huntsville Ballet Company FREE with
presentation of the UAH ID cards. The Huntsville Broadway Theatre League allows free admission
for UAH students to all matinees and free to the first 28 students at the special night performances.
It is a good idea to call the Arts Council office (534-2511) and make reservations for HLT perform
ances, and you should plan to be early enough to present your ID for the UNRESERVED seats at
other events.

Bearing in mind the tremendous artistic and lit
erary talent stalking this campus disguised as hip
pie freaks,bootcamp dropouts,rednecks,bluenecks,
stiff-necked professors, plotting political science
majors, and wily engineers, exponent begins a new
feature. Beginning with the next issue, exponent
will bring forth "Yang and Yin" ' cultural page,
which will alternate with rival "The Back Page."
'Yang and Yin" is designed as a forum for person
al expressions of love, hate, disgust, lechery and /or
"slurpy sentimentality" et cetera, ad infinitum.
One of the main objectives of this feature is to
prove that hip-pie freaks and veterans of GI Blues

(or booze) can fool around with gerunds and part
iciples as well as any English Lit major; red necks
and blue necks do have an occasional mystic reve
lation; administrative memorandums bear a close
resemblance to the campus mailman's prose style;
Pol/Sci majors draw the best nude hippopotomi;
and finally, a little ol' fuzzy faced engineer I know
writes the cutest fairy tales!
exponent hereby unabashedly solicits your con
tributions to "Yang and Yin," asking only that you
remember: Couthness is a professional specialty
round here, y'all!
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"The Poseidon Adventure" sinks
by EDWARD PLANTAGENET
The "Poseidon Adventure" is a movie to delight
and palpitate the hearts of all those who loved
"Skyjacked." To truly enjoy this, one msut leave
one's' sense of logic and one's natural skepticism
over 3 000 consecutive coincidences behind. It is,
of course, quite possible for anyone of moderate
and above intelligence to find some interesting and
exciting moments in this movie. It would, though,
help to be deaf—the dialogue could have been writ
ten by Andy Hardy, and probably was.
The Poseidon is an ocean liner on its last voyage
bound from New York City to Athens (the model
is on the Queen Mary). It is running over with
types dear to the hearts of middle America—rockjawed Leslie Neilsen is the captain, who must submitto the greasy-haired Greek shipowner's demands
that "passenger safety be damned, full speed aheacf.'
Gene Hackman is the Berrigan type liberated turtlenecked priest. Ernest Borgnine is the lohdmouthed
ex-cop, married to bubbleheaded-but-tough exwhore Stella Stevens (and we all know what her
heart is made of). Shelly Winters, 60 pounds over
weight, and for once not overacting, is the Jewish
mother. Jack Albertson plays the part of the good
Jewish papa. Carol Lynley is the mush-headed rock
singer and Red Buttons, the Loner, befriends her,
among other things. And there are the obligatory
children-a girl who has a crush on Gene Hackman,
(it will never be) and her exceedingly obnoxious
brother-cum-boy-wonder (I prayed one of the
ship's boilers would fall on him, or he'd drown
right off—but he knew the secret of the miraculous
escape so we couldn't lose the monster). Roddy
McDowell is the pseudoCockney waiter we lose
early in the film.
New Year's Eve, midnight, and a Giant Wave
churned up by an underseas quake swamps the
Poseidon, turning her turtle. The ship is now up
side down and all the stars have been tossed, asses
over teakettles, from the floor of the grand dining
salon, where they were partying, to the ceiling oi
the grand dining salon, where they weren't.
Rebel priest, Hackman delegates himself to lead
a party of our favorite Oscar winners, via a Christ
mas tree, from the grand dining salon (which is im
mediately flooded—during the rest of this movie,
they always stay inches ahead, above, and even un
der the ever-rising sea). The goal of our heroes is
the ship's screws, where the steel plating is only
a measly inch thick,making escape through ita cinch
(though an unexplained one—one solid inch of steel
not being paper-mache).

Most of the movie is the improbable tale of our
heroes' escape from the watery grave. This is ac
companied by homilies on life, death, love and
hate. The ending is ridiculous, no other word suf
fices.
.So go see "The Poseidon Adventure" if you en
joy such trash, or if you want to see how bad a
movie can be.
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. .and then, on the last stroke
of midnight, Cinderella tore of!
her bra and burnt it in front of all
the guests ai trie Grand Bail . . . "

Cultural Series

REGAL NOTES

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro
pology,
Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Eco
nomics,
Education,
History,
Law, Music,
Philosophy,
Political
Science,
Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Prob
lems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics avail
able.

REGAL NOTES
3160 " 0 " Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

Alan Share plays Jaques, the melancholy lord who satir
izes young love and merrymaking in the Shakespearean
romantic comedy, "As You Like It," to be seen soon on
the local stage. A presentation of National Players of
Washington, D.C., this new production will be presented
February 3 at 8:15 p.m. in the Huntsville High auditorium
by the UAH/SGA Cultural Series.
"All the world's a stage," says Jacques, and the National
Players production bears him out. Always beautifully
costumed and handsomely staged, National Players pro
ductions of Shakespeare's plays have earned for them the
reputation of being America's foremost of the theatrical
touring repertory companies for 24 consecutive years.
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Chamber Music Guild sets concert
YOUR TALENT
OUR TRAINING
Lots of people have tal
ent. Things they are
really good at. Very
often, young people with
talent are refused empl
oyment because they lack
training. Today's Army
has plenty of ppportunities for young people
who are good at things,
particularly people with
a flair for technical tr
aining. But all talent
must be refined. We'll
ive you the training,
kills which are yours
for a lifetime. That
also menas $288 a month
to start. And too, we
offer free room and boa
rd, complete medical and
dental care and 30 paid
vacation days a year.
That's soipe kind of deal.
For further information
contact your local Army
Representative at 5341722,

f

The Huntsville Chamber Music Guild and the University of Ala
bama in Huntsville Music Department will give a benefit concert in
The UAH Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m. on Friday,January 26, 1973.
The UAH's Music-for-a-while Ensemble will join the Huntsville
Chamber group featuring works bu Henrich Schutz. The vocalists
of the Music-for-a-while Ensemble are: Martha Wursten, Conda
Blackman, and Margie Sullivan,sopranos; Albert Lane, Royce Boyer,
baritones; and Jean Perreault, bass. Instrumentalists are Marx Pales,
violinist; Katherine Cullinane, violinists; Margie Smith and Alvin Drager, cellists; and Alice Stone and Robert Ives, organists.
The Music-for-a-while Ensemble will be offered for credit begin
ning in the spring term. This ensemble will work with the Chamber
Music Guild and will specialize in early and contemporary music.

The

CAMP & HIKE
'Everything for the Camper & Hiker

Fine 10 Speed European Bicycles:
Aula
Bianchi
CHo
Corso
Raleigh

Shop

Lightweight Camping Equipment
Freeze Dry Foods
Caving and Climbing Equipment
Tents
Sleeping Bags and Boots
Packs and Frames >
Stoves

4211 Oakwood Ave. N.W.
Next to the Steak Barn
hours: Mon. thru Fri., Noon to 9 p.m.
S»t.. Noon to 5 p.m.

U.AH 10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT
NOW AVAILABLE

2308 MEMORIAL PARKWAY
near the G'ylords Shopping
Center

C£TkS

yeasts
'equipment
*concentrates .
*bottles
J
HUNTSVI LIJ 'S LARGRST
COLLECTION OF
IMPORTED GOURMET FOODS
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While in this particular area, please be
sure to see the beautiful little stone
church called ST. MARGARET'S at Cape
Chin. This Church was built by a former
Minister and the Parishioners and is a
small scale replica of St. Margaret's
Church in England. It is a truly remark
able piece of architecture and one cannot
help feeling on entering this small place
of worship that Peace enters the heart,
l or your Winter pleasure, a new Snow
mobile Club has been formed in this
area.—Bruce Peninsula (Ontario) Re
sort Association s Holiday Guide.
So much for Peace.

Anthony Newman does hot
o much play music as conume it. 1 he young virtuoso
avr
a
harpsichord,
pedal
arpsicllord and piano cou
n t on Tuesday night at Phi!armonic Hall that left one
stonished, as in the past, at
is tireless fluency and abilitv
o gobble up famously diffiuit pieces. Whether Mr. Nem
an
digests
everything.
is
per)
to question, hut
his
.its,
lavishly
displayed
in
his mostly Mozart Festival
rogram, are extraordinary.
Mr. Newman was to have
laved the piano as well, hilt
hanged his program
•—The Tune!
]• rum a sour apple tree.",

-THE./MrttO

straight
thinking dept.

In case of addition and reduction of air
volume, turn the adjusting screw at the
bottom of air pump into left to increase
air volume and turn it into right to de
crease them. On the occasion of turning
it into left too much and over electrical
pressure, it causes unpleasant and noisy
sound. In such circumstances, turn it into
right approximately one half ('/j) or a
little more to eliminate the sound. To
leave the matter as it is, it becomes the
result of causes.—Instractions with a
Japanese air pump for a fish tank.
And the fish

won't stand for that.

CLEAR DAYS IN THE PHILIPPINES
| From the Honolulu Star-Bulletin]
Solita Alconcel, wife of the Philippine
consul general in Hawaii, returned from
an 18-day visit to her homeland yesterday
with glow ing reports of the advantages of
martial law.
"The rich can now go out without fear
of being shot or molested," she said.

BUTTE, MONT. ( U P l )

INTERIOR SECRE

T A R Y ROGERS C . B . M O R T O N S A I D S U N D A Y
H E I S D I S T U R B E D BY T H E REPORT OF T H E
CONSERVATION F O U N D A T I O N O N

NATION

AL PARKS.
BUT MORTON,

IN

MONTANA

FOR

THE

DEDICATION O F TWO P R I M I T I V E AREAS A N D
O N E N A T U R A L AREA, D E C L I N E D F U R T H E R
C O M M E N T O N T H E REPORT U N T I L H E H A S
READ I T . — U.P.I,

wire dispatch.'

He's an old smoothie, that Morton.

A local bridge column written by Jean
Dil linger begins in today's paper and
will contain all local bridge news. It took
nobby I ischer to focus attention on the
world of bridge and now many are fol
lowing it through the pages of the In
dependent daily.—Ridgccrest
( Calif.)
Daily Independent.
It's th same way with that Goolagong girj and the stock market.

Before the Mexico Games, when Mrs.
Johnstone was a mere 66, she-went for
a fitting of her official wardrobe and be- '
came so excited trying on her straw boat
er and lacy aroxkinfs that she missed the
bus home.—Baltimore Sun.
We never saw one with lace.

Effective Monday, 14 August 1972, a
new parking system will be placed into
effect in "B" Level. Diagonal lines will
replace the straight lines. Virginia traf
fic will alternately park face-to-face and
back-to-back in a northwest direction, ex
cept for vehicles en route to Shirley
Highway which will park parallel to
each other and perpendicular to the last
"C" Zone row and facing southwest.
Vehicles en route to Maryland will not
park face-to-face with Virginia vehicles.
Cars qualified for wall parking, except
"E" Zone cars, will park alternately to
each other, and in no case, in the area
east of the pump room, facing southwest
when leaving via the north exit ramp.
The opposite policy will be followed for
those leaving via the south exit ramp.
Also, east of the pump room, arriving
vehicles will leave a space between them
selves and Virginia cars, except for Route
50 traffic which will park southwest
only and will leave "B" Level via the
north exit ramp, except for Alexandria
. cars which may leave via either exit.
Area "A" and "H" cars will remain the
same.
V\ e hope this new procedure will ex
pedite the departures during the 5 o'clock
rush.—Notice posted in the Federal Avi
ation Administration Building, Wash
ington, D.C.
Some may even depart never to re
turn.
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